
50+ Magazine Designs, Format & Examples 2022

Magazines are a staple in print media. It joins the ranks of newspapers and books. And
today, magazines aren't limited to print anymore. Online or digital magazines are
popular and can be found everywhere. The dozens of magazine templates below will
help make it easier for you to generate content, collate images, and prepare your
magazine layout. Not only do you save time and effort, you also get to choose from a
wide range of options and you can focus on your magazine's content.

To create a magazine design of your own, follow
these simple steps:

● Browse through dozens of creative designs and examples.
● Customize it the way you want and download it in your preferred file format.

From gardening to fashion to vintage cars, this list is sure to have something for
everyone. Learn how to craft your own magazine using the simple format guide provided
at the end of the article. It's time to flex that creativity and get ready to browse,
download, and create a magazine!

https://www.template.net/editable/magazines


1. Sales Magazine Design

A magazine can be a fun and effective way to market different products. This product
sales magazine example takes 'bag raid' to the next level by advertising a variety of
makeup products in its catalog.

https://www.template.net/editable/sales-magazine


2. Business Magazine Design

This cover below means business. To sustain readership interest, continuously feature
varied and interesting topics in your monthly issues. Take a cue from this business
magazine example below.

https://www.template.net/editable/magazine-business
https://www.template.net/editable/magazine-business


3. Small Business Magazine Design

The neutral-toned cover of this small business magazine below is the right mix of
modern functionality and practical style. The complementary tones of brown, white, and
black achieve effortless elegance.

https://www.template.net/editable/small-business-magazine


4. Marketing Magazine Design

One tip to boost reader engagement? Offer insider information. Learn from this
marketing magazine cover below, it promises an inside look into the world of marketing.

https://www.template.net/editable/marketing-magazine


5. Fashion Magazine Design

Incorporate some street style in your magazine cover! Fashion magazines are famous for
their ability to set trends and fads, as seen in the example below.

https://www.template.net/editable/fashion-magazine


6. Sports Magazine Design

What better way to pay homage to American football than by featuring the star
quarterback on the front page? The sports magazine cover below dominates the football
field with its bold and strong text.

https://www.template.net/editable/sports-magazine


7. Restaurant Magazine Design

Brighten up your Sunday mornings with this restaurant magazine template. All-day
breakfast, brunch, and a stack of golden pancakes? Of course we're in.

https://www.template.net/editable/restaurant-magazines


8. Travel Magazine Design

Itching to travel? Your cover should feature not just a compelling cover image but also
interesting topics and engaging content. Learn a thing or two from this travel magazine
cover below.

https://www.template.net/editable/travel-magazine


9. Real Estate Magazine Design

Keep your issue cool and crisp like this real estate magazine template below. The use of
black and white imagery adds an unexpected yet modern vibe.

https://www.template.net/editable/real-estate-magazine


10. Photographer Magazine Design

A portrait shot is enough to command attention. The noir effect in this photographer
magazine cover below is subtle elegance at play.

https://www.template.net/editable/photographer-magazine
https://www.template.net/editable/photographer-magazine


11. Parenting Magazine Example

A niche magazine caters to a particular target market. In the case below, parents and
families are top priority for this parenting magazine.

Source

https://www.parenting.com/toddler/michelle-obama/


12. Photography Magazine Design

The photography magazine below aptly features different camera lenses as its front
cover. An appropriate and witty title makes this a great example too.

https://www.template.net/editable/photography-magazine


13. Art Magazine Design

An art magazine naturally calls for an artsy cover. The template below keeps it nice and
elegant with a sharp, contrasting two-toned border.

https://www.template.net/editable/art-magazine


14. Blogger Magazine Design

Let your creativity take over with this blogger magazine template. The shockingly
beautiful cover page is enough to make any reader look twice.

https://www.template.net/editable/blogger-magazine


15. Modern Magazine Design

Go modern by employing a color blocking technique in your magazine. Bold and
contrasting colors help emphasize an image, as seen in this modern magazine template.

https://www.template.net/editable/modern-magazine


16. Church Magazine Design

The beautiful stained glass window serves as a perfect and poetic cover page for this
church magazine.

https://www.template.net/editable/church-magazine


17. Entertainment Magazine Design

What's the buzz? An entertainment magazine is all about the latest stories and juiciest
gossip.

https://www.template.net/editable/entertainment-magazine


18. Entrepreneur Magazine Example

Who says age and success are proportional? As this Entrepreneur magazine shows,
more and more young people are carving their own paths to success.

Source

https://lemonadeday.org/blog/always-take-risk-counsels-entrepreneur-magazine-editor-chief-jason-feifer-lemonade-day


19. Chess Magazine Example

The realm of chess is a fiercely competitive and intriguing world. It's a globally
recognized sport; players train and pay huge sums of money to get into various
tournaments.

Source

https://shop.chess.com/american-chess-magazine-issue-no-19/


20. Women's Magazine Example

Celebrate womanhood by featuring strong and independent women on your magazine
cover! The bright and summery theme of this issue makes it a fun and playful number!

Source

https://www.uniquemagazines.co.uk/Womens-Health-Magazine-Subscription-p351062


21. Health Magazine Design

This health magazine template highlights the benefits of mindfulness and meditation.
The relaxing cover image is sure to help you find inner peace.

https://www.template.net/editable/health-magazine


22. Architecture Magazine Design

The charming cover image of this architecture magazine is stunning in every way. The
magnificent house beautifully reflected on the water is poetic beauty.

https://www.template.net/editable/architecture-magazine


23. Fitness Magazine Design

Exercising and staying fit is a goal many people strive for. This fitness magazine
template compiles a variety of tips and information to help you in your journey towards
better health.

https://www.template.net/editable/fitness-magazine


24. Food Magazine Design

Feature an appetizing close up photo of a yummy dish and you're all set. The food
magazine below needs little explanation and more appreciation for its delectable cover
photo.

https://www.template.net/editable/food-magazine
https://www.template.net/editable/food-magazine


25. Simple Magazine Design

Simplicity at its best is this cover's motto. The simple magazine design features a single
statement furniture and a minimalist, mellowed down theme.

https://www.template.net/editable/simple-magazine


26. Student Magazine Design

For a student magazine, a good topic to feature are burning issues and relevant topics
that concern the student population.

https://www.template.net/editable/student-magazine


27. Wedding Magazine Design

Wedding magazines are popular especially during peak season. In the template below,
the bright blue background really helps to emphasize the gorgeous couple on the cover.

https://www.template.net/editable/wedding-magazine


28. Advertising Magazine Design

The bright, bold graphics on this advertising magazine below is a perfect cocktail of
contemporary and innovative.

https://www.template.net/editable/advertising-magazine


29. Automotive Magazine Design

Vintage cars are an expensive hobby but there are people who actually have a fondness
for it. This automotive magazine example below is sure to capture the attention of
vintage car enthusiasts.

https://www.template.net/editable/automotive-magazine


30. Basic Magazine Design

Go back to basics with just a picture of a model and plain text on the cover. This basic
magazine for ladies is minimalist at its core.

https://www.template.net/editable/basic-magazine
https://www.template.net/editable/basic-magazine


31. Men's Magazine Example

A well-known celebrity or an A-list actor can serve as the perfect cover of a men's
magazine.

Source

https://magsonline.com/product/mens-journal/


32. Wildlife Magazine Example

Take a deep dive into a fascinating underwater world. The wildlife magazine example
below shows just how majestic and abundant the planet's oceans are.

Source

https://www.nwf.org/Magazines/National-Wildlife


33. Science Magazine Example

New discoveries and knowledge are constantly being added to the ever evolving body of
science. The solar system and space travel make up just one area of the broader field of
science.

Source

https://www.sciencenews.org/sn-magazine/july-4-july-18-2020


34. Forensic Magazine Example

The genres of true crime and forensic science have a large and loyal following. What's
interesting about this forensic magazine cover below is the clever incorporation of a
fingerprint in its title.

Source

http://specopsblog.blogspot.com/2013/12/the-jan-2014-issue-of-forensic-magazine.html


35. Car Magazine Design

The sleek design of this car magazine makes it a provocative magazine cover. It's sure to
be a hit among car enthusiasts.

https://www.template.net/editable/car-magazine


36. College Magazine Design

This gorgeous college magazine features a stunning façade of a campus building as its
front cover.

https://www.template.net/editable/college-magazine


37. Cooking Magazine Design

People love lists, so make it a point to emphasize a numerical figure in your cover
stories. In the case below, the cooking magazine features 10 party recipes on its front
page.

https://www.template.net/editable/cooking-magazine


38. Corporate Magazine Design

This corporate magazine is forward-looking with its sleek cover design. Don't be afraid
to experiment with various angles when it comes to your cover photo.

https://www.template.net/editable/corporate-magazine


39. Design Magazine Design

Good design is paramount and architecture is the focus of this design magazine below.
The beautiful shot makes the perfect magazine cover.

https://www.template.net/editable/design-magazine


40. Elegant Magazine Design

What can be more elegant than classic black and white? An alluring cover photo is all
you need in this elegant magazine cover.

https://www.template.net/editable/elegant-magazine


41. Gardening Magazine Example

Do you have a green thumb? Gardening is a popular hobby and pastime for many
people. So much so, that gardening magazines like the one below continue to fill shelves
in bookstores everywhere.

Source

https://www.finegardening.com/issue/2017/11/fine-gardening-issue-179


42. Teen Magazine Example

Appeal to the Gen Z crowd with a fun and youthful teen magazine! The bright pastel
colors in the example below easily draws attention.

Source

43. Game Magazine Design

https://fashionista.com/2017/06/teen-boss-entrepreneurs-magazine


Using a throwback console on the cover page is sure to tap into nostalgic feelings of
gamers everywhere. The retro game magazine below is sure to stand out on any shelf.

44. Interior Design Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/game-magazine


There's something accommodating and breezy about the cover page on this interior
design magazine. The orange color livens it up even more.

45. Kids Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/interior-design-magazine
https://www.template.net/editable/interior-design-magazine


Take a page from this kids magazine's playbook and share the summer vibe! The bright
and sunny shades are sure to grab the children's attention.

46. Lifestyle Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/kids-magazine


The attractive cover seen in this lifestyle magazine below uses a playful mix of purple
and pink as its border.

47. Movie Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/lifestyle-magazine


The movie magazine appropriately uses the iconic red stage curtain as its cover image.

48. Music Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/movie-magazine


The music industry's biggest stars almost always make it to the cover of magazines.
Global singer Rihanna is the issue's cover girl in the music magazine below.

49. News Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/music-magazine


Stay up to date with current events and affairs with a news magazine. The example
below keeps it nice and simple with a predominantly blue background.

50. Political Magazine Design

https://www.template.net/editable/news-magazine


Stay a step above everyone else when it comes to global affairs. The row of flags on the
cover makes this political magazine truly stand out.

MAGAZINE FORMAT

A magazine is a variety of different elements all compiled into one compact issue. And
even if there may be different types of magazines, each with their own subjects, there is
a common denominator present in many of them. Follow the simple guide below to
know more!

1. Cover Page

https://www.template.net/editable/political-magazine


Just how a regular book needs a book cover, a magazine needs a cover too. A magazine
is usually a recurring type of media so what you choose to feature on your cover page is
critical. For many magazine companies, it would normally depend on the season or
flavor of the month.

2. Table of Contents

Your magazine needs to be organized. Some issues even contain more than a hundred
pages. You need a table of contents not just to serve as an outline, but in order to help
readers conveniently locate each story or feature within the magazine.

3. Letter from the Editor

A full page is usually dedicated for the editor-in-chief to address readers. This section
contains a brief introduction to the issue or a potent message from the editorial staff.

4. Feature Stories

Every magazine needs substantial content. A typical magazine would contain subjects
that are divided into sections. These sections would depend on the kind of magazine you
are trying to put out. For example, a cultural variety magazine could contain a lifestyle
article, upcoming events page, list of DIY tips, and a How-To article in addition to the
main cover story.

5. Images

No magazine is complete without images and graphics. The key to success is a polished
magazine layout. There needs to be a natural flow of images and information as soon as
the reader lands on the first page.

FAQs

What is a magazine used for?



A magazine is used to convey information and to advertise products and services. It is a
general form of media that people look to for information and entertainment on a broad
spectrum of topics.

What are the 3 types of magazines?

According to Reference.com, the three types of magazines are consumer magazines,
trade and professional magazines, and in-house magazines.

What is a magazine in simple words?

A magazine is a form of media that people consume periodically for information and/or
entertainment.

Are magazines still popular?

Magazines are still relatively popular. However, with the advent of social media
platforms, more and more people are getting their information and entertainment
online. This has forced some publications to adapt, integrate, or even completely
migrate online.

What is the oldest magazine still in publication?

The Observer dates back to 1829 and is the oldest magazine still in publication in North
America.


